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-^ Guardian Angels watch over Stockton
T.K. Rohan

February 13, 1979, for the purpose of
the continuously running training
deterring crime on the New York City
sessions.
Spccial-to-the-Pacifican
,how Wyments «?*
Transit System. Soon the group had
The basic drive of the Angels is
Dusk has settled over Stockton. so many volunteers that they changed
crime deterence. The Guardian
n y e a r s is"* i»
Most people are at home or at bars their name to the Guardian Angels
Angels are in no sense of the word
' " b°88l« #. waiting for the night td pass. Some and began to spread across the coun
vigilantes. They don't carry weapons
and do not engage in any form ot
people, however, wait a little more try.
Is but 1 don't like o, . apprehensively than others. Some of
violence other than that necessary for
There are now 48 chapters of the
y month for
the people of the Stockton com Guardian Angels throughout the
self-preservation. The Guardian
oscr it y OU lik e K llrr>< munity have the nagging fear of being nation's cities. Each of these chapters Angels refer to themselves as a group
ke' but the raped, mugged, burglarized or just
was first guided along by Sliwa. The of organized, concerned citizens exer
l.
cising their rights to live without the
plain assaulted running rampant Guardian Angels train for three months
n of that post-BraH
fear of crime hanging over their
through their minds. At this same before beginning to patrol. Training
heads.
time, at the St. Mark's Boy's Club on consists of basic self-defense,
mdlcss struggle for
The Guardian Angels do not
physical fitness, a mental test to
the corner of San Joaquin and Clay,
carry weapons because of questions
determine stability and temperments,
eight people are preparing for their
that after spending f0u, four-hour safety patrol. They are a brief legal session, first aid and of legality and acceptance. "Police
pests of human likeanc frisk searched, given their assignment Cardio-Pulmonary Resuscitation are sometimes accused of misuse of
weapons and are unwelcomed in
and reminded that they are Guardian (C.P.R.). All the applicants are first
ss ttnd
success that then Angels.
some neighborhoods as a result. This
screened by Sliwa and their references
Od stuff- at leas, notZ
stigma does not apply to us [the
In this age of unchecked rising checked. The applicants must qualify
Guardian Angels], and enables us to
crime rates, there are more and more through interviews and reference
be more effective in some of the areas
checks.
The
Guardian
Angels
citizens
learning
about
deterring
really be only a mailboi
most in need of our patrols." (From a
crime and becoming involved in crime Organization does not permit any of
may be a bit depress™ prevention programs. The police
departments across the nation are set
ting up crime stopper programs and
Vacation.
neighborhood watch programs, but
some citizens are starting their own
crime deterent forces. These people
are either vigilantes or Guardian
Angels.
>lc; games evenings.
Now Stockton too has its own
chapter of the Guardian Angels. This
sales cashier. $3.35 per how chapter was established in mid-April
benefits
livening and of 1982. The chapter was originally
ends. Must have own tran- organized by Stan Wells, a Stockton
at ion.
resident, with the aid of Curtis Sliwa,
the founder of the original New York
Snack bar attendant. $3.3! City chapter of Guardian Angels. The
hour Make sandwiches and Stockton Chapter started its actual
! customers. Very flexible patrols in mid-July and spent the
months in between April and July
training for the patrols. The chapter
(ashler. $3.35 per hour, presently has 12 members, eight
linns and weekends. Some graduated members and four Guardian angels on patrol downtown
icring experience needed.] trainees.
Guardian Angels publicity flyer.)
its members to have records of
j
The Stockton chapter is one of
fie Avenue.
This lack of weapons does not
48 chapters spread out across the violence or lengthy police records.
guarantee success in acceptance, as
Once
the
chapter
is
started
and
the
U.S.A. The original chapter was star
was evident when I walked with the
ted in New York City under the name first group of volunteers graduates
Angels Monday night. They still
from
the
program,
Sliwa
departs
and
of the "Magnificent 13." This group
received typical heckeling and abuse
turns
the
operations
over
to
the
new
was composed of 12 volunteers and
from those who may be daunted by
Guardian
Angels.
From
that
time
on
their organizer, Curtis Sliwa. The
their presence.
volunteers
apply
and
are
sent
through
Magnificent 13 was established on

ch

In Stockton, the Guardian
Angels are still a fledgling
organization and do not have the
resources to patrol the full city limits.
Therefore they patrol the heavier
crime areas in the downtown and
southern sections of Stockton. Each
patrol is composed of eight Angels
walking two abreast spread out approximatley ten to fifteen feet bet
ween each pair. One of the eight
members of the patrol is designated
the "patrol leader." At present
Stockton has two patrol leaders,
Louie and Carol Peterson. Both
Louie and wife Carol share the
responsibilities of patrol leader and
remain in constant communication
via two-way radio during the patrols.
The patrols presently only have
enough manpower to go out twice a
week. They also spend one night a
week in training and recruitment
programs. The Angels are taught selfdefense by Master Lee Fong. The
Angels are also required to give
blood, nine pints per year, or to get
someone to donate for them if they
are unable to donate. This ensures
that if one of them should get injured
there would be blood available for
them.
When patrols go out they walk a
beat. They are assigned an area or
areas to cover by chapter leader, Stan
Wells. Monday night they walked
through Yosemite park, checking for
crimes involving victims. Restrooms
are checked and the surrounding
foliage checked by flashlight. The
patrol also walked through the down
town area of Main St., Miner St., San
Joaquin, Weber, Stanislaus, Lindsay
and then further north along Wilson
Way. On this night we had a quiet
patrol, one known to the Angels as a
"good" patrol becausethey found no
crimes being committed within their

Drinking within alcohol policy
Karen Cleasby
Staff Writer

LINE

due

y

rs

)ON*

Archania's Open Party on Sep
tember 10 was the first such event un
der the new alcohol policy. The par
ty went well, but some problems did
arise.
Of major concern to the Dean of
Students, William H. Barr, was the
potential fire hazard the number of
people in attendance presented. Un
der the alcohol policy, all people at
tending a party must stay within the
premises for which the event was ap
proved. Dean Barr pointed out the
fact that if a fire were to break out, it
would be difficult to quickly and
safely evacuate the 500 to 600 people
attending the party. To alleviate the
fire hazard, the number of people
would have to be limited, which the
fraternities are reluctant to do.
"We felt there could have been
more control on the part of the
monitors when it came to the
distribution of alcohol, especially the
amount of alcohol leaving the
house," said Chief Norm Askew,
stating security's main concern with
the party. "This is something that is
hard to control and it just needs some
more work."
The new alcohol policy has not
posed any real problems for the
fraternities in regard to their parties.
"It's just more
we haveto

check ASUOP cards, provide non
alcoholic beverages and food, pay for
security services, register the party
two weeks in advance, and post signs
Stating it is against the law for per
sons under 21 to drink alcohol, was
the comment made bv Gene

changes need to be maa'e to more ef
ficiently monitor the parties. He also
feels that the roles Student Life,
Security, and the fraternities fulfill in
carrying out a party need to be fur
ther defined.
Archania's Open Party, the first

involved. If the crime is one without a
victim, i.e. prostitution, drug trafficing, they do not interfere. When
the victim of a crime is found or
assisted several actions occur; first
the criminal is followed and then
surrounded. One member of the
patrol is designated as the first aid
person and is responsible for the care
of the victim. Another member of the
patrol is responsible for phoning the
police and reporting the crime. That
same person is also responsible for
getting statements from witnesses.
The criminal is never physically
touched unless he/she threatens
physically, one of the Angels. Instead
of pursuing, Angels surround the
criminal and trap him/her until the
police arrive.

To some, the actions taken by
those involved with the Guardian
Angels organization may seem absurd
or ridiculous. They are, however, of
ten complimented for their initiative
and efforts. Said one passerby Mon
day night, "Glad you people are here.
I sure wish you had been here last
Stan Wells, chapter leader
night." (This person was limping and
Wilbon of the Stockton Police Depar his face and hands were bandaged
due to a mugging.) An escort for
tment's Comunity Relations and
the Rainbow girls stated, "We ap
liason between the police department
preciate your presence."
and the Guardian Angels, replied,
As far as decreasing the crime in
"We (the Department) neither con
Stockton,
no one can be sure. Dave
demn nor condone the actions of
these people. They are citizens and we Yamata of the Stocton Police Depar
tment's Planning Office stated that
are just going to sit back and see."
while Stockton is no longer ranked as
Wilbon further stated that the police
highly for crime in the crime
department hasn't changed any of its
statistics, it's not necessarily due to a
patrol routes just because the Angels
decrease in Stockton's crime, but
are patrolling. When the sheriff's
rather to an increase in other cities
department was questioned similarly,
with the same per capita ratio.
their reply was virtually the same as
If you are interested in getting
the police department's.
more information concerning the
When the Angels spot a criminal
act in progress they do several things. Guardian Angels, contact the
If the crime involves a victim, they get TOCUS office, at 464-4551.

Library kick-off soon
Fund raising for the new William
Knox Holt Library will be the subject
of a Campus Campaign Kick-Off to be
held at Pacific in mid-October.
The Kick-Off is in response to
Robert Eberhardt's Challenge to match
any donations or pledges put forth for
new library construction until a total of
$25,000 is met. The challenge, an
nounced by Dean Whiteker at Spring
Commencement, is in effect until
December 31,1982.

bringing UOP to Stockton in 1924 by
purchasing land, etc. They have been
supportive of the University for
decades."

Students can register their bicycles
today at the University Center between
10:00 a.m. and 3:00 p.m. for a fee of
The campus campaign will be an
only $2.50. According to officer Steve
attempt
to involve the entire UOP
Scallin, who is in charge of bike
community
in the fund raising effort.
registration and thefts this year, this
The
Eberhardt
Challenge is open to
will give students a chance to document
donations from any UOP student,
they type of bike they own.
faculty or staff member. When the
"Many times students will come in
$25,000
target is achieved, the challenge
and report that their bike has been
will have been met, and an additional
stolen and they won't even know the
The Eberhardt Challenge is being $50,000 will be contributed to the $2.5
make or model," says Scallin. '"If the
million already given. The majority of
made possible through the efforts of
bike is registered, we know the make,
contributions
were acquired through a
Robert
Eberhardt,
brother
Doug
model, serial number and description,
$2
million
pledge
from the William
Eberhardt,
and
the
Bank
of
Stockton.
which are all programmed into a
Knox Holt Foundation, and a $500,000
statewide computer at the Stockton Eberhardt is Chairman of the UOP
Board of Regents and President of the personal donation from Regent Holt
Police Department.''
Scallin says that many students fail
to see the importance of bicycle
registration. "You would be amazed at
the number of bicycles auctioned off by
the police department every year
because no one claims them. If they
do, many times they can't show prooi
of ownership."
Last year, the Department of
Public Safety registered only 30
bicycles. In a seven-month period bet
ween January 1 and July 31 of last
year, 46 bicycles were reported stolen.
The loss totalled approximately
$8,423.00.
During the registration, Scallin
will also be demonstrating the different
types of locks students should not be
using. "I recommend either the Citadel
A PROJECT OF THE CAMPAIGN pQR /\
or Kryptonite locks, mostly because
they come with a warranty that guaran
GREATER
tees if someone is able to break their
PROJECTED
rvJrMrir 1 '
lock and steal your bike, they company
COMPLETION 1984.
n^lrlO
will pay up to $250.00; which is better
than any bike insurance you can buy."
Four bicycles have already been
stolen from the UOP campus this year.
According to Scallin, the majority of
Library fundraising status board.
thefts occur around the dorms, the
School of Pharmacy, and the Irving
Atherton, the grandson of Caterpillar
Bank of Stockton.
Martin Library.
Tractor originator Benjamin Holt.
"We're
hoping
this
thing
will
go
The Department of Public Safety
The new expansion, when com
right through the roof," says Kelly
offers a 24-hour service, so students
pleted in 1984, will almost double the
Nimtz,
UOP's
Associate
Director
for
who are unable to register their bikes
present square footage of the Irving
today may do so anytime during the Capital Gifts. Nimtz revealed as of
Martin/Wood Hall Library complex,
September
17,
that
$21,486
had
already
school year. The Department also of
been accumulated. "This success is and will include an addition of some
fers a program called "Operation
The addition is
largely
due to the efforts of Dean 80,000 volumes.
I.D." in which students can engrave
becoming more of a reality as more
Whiteker
this
past
summer."
Whiteker
their drivers license number on their
has also promised to add $10 to his own donations continue to pour in for the
valuables, such as bikes, stereos and
personal pledge for each other estimated $6 million project.
radios. The kits are available free ol
Dean Whiteker, Chairman of the
charge to all UOP students. The donation of $10 or more. Presently, 68 campus-wide Library Campaign
UOP
faculty
and
staff
members,
52
of
Department encourages all students to
those from C.O.P., have donated to Committee, has met twice with his
take advantage of the opportunity to
group to plan a campus response to the
the library fund.
protect their belongings.
project. Library pledge forms are
"Eberhardt
donations
are
not
a
The Department of Public Safety
available through any of the Campaign
is located at the lower level of the new occurance at UOP," states Nimtz.
Committee members.
"The
Eberhardts
are
instrumental
in
Cowell Health Center

FUTURE LIBRARY EXPANSION

,WM. KNOX HOLT
LIBRARY

Domecus, President of Archania. "It
is also more expensive to have a party
under the policy.''
Though,
Domecus feels the policy is good m
the sense that it forces the fraternities
to share in the responsibilities and
liabilities of having a party. Before,
we just didn't care.'
eels too, that

under the new policy, served as a trial
and error test. "All we can do is see
if the policy will work and try to
change those parts that won't work,
In
commented Dean Barr.
cooperation, Student Life, Security,
and the fraternities hope to iron out
the trouble spots in the policy for the
benefit of the students.

G^CLOOK inside

On the Editorial page this
week...a preview of an upcoming
weeklyd column by ASUOP Pr^'~
dent Joe Hartley...letters to the
editor questioning the character o
scholarships...a call for upgrading
academic programs and res°ur£"
at UOP before a scoreboard...tor
all this plus the editor s wee y
commentary, see page 2....

Bicycle
registration
starts today

patrol area. As of this time, the
Angels have not made a citizen's and
have only deterred potential criminal
actions from occurring.
When asked if the Stockton
Police Department supported the ac
tions of the Guardian Angels, Lt. Ken

All in Entertainment this
week ..a rave review of last Friday
right's Quarterfiash/Stee! Bree«
concert ..a five-paw rating in th
review of An Officer and A Gentelman" -hot ideas for an advenSSne day "1» «» «>"•••£
weekly DISCussion of top
albums...for all this and more, see
Entertainment, pages 5 and 6....

On our Sports pages this
week...undefeated volleyball takes
on the road to Arizona.. .UOP
golfer Jeff Wilson wins the Wolfpack Classic...water polo hosts
Pac-10 power...football looking
for a first win, play Boise at home
tomorrow...field hockey off to
Long Beach Invitational...for
these stories and more, turn to
Sports, pages 7 and 8....
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'Bringing you the best'
As you have been able to see from my first
two editorials, I Have decided to alway write
about the issues at hand. This means if I have
something bad to say about the faculty, staff,
or students along with the administration, I will
do so. Just as I will praise all of the above as
they earn it. I can promise everyone that I will
never take any cheap shots or state facts
without checking them. By always adhering to
this policy, I hope to keep a high standard of
credibility within the entire University com
munity during my term as Editor.

1V7ll* ^
uflj

Asuop Social-Bringing you the
best

ted

fresh01

I must commend
ASUOP Social for
putting on a firstclass operation...

Though it may surprise a few, the main
topic of editorial this week is a positive one.
Yes, positive! It has to do with ASUOP and the
Quarterflash concert they brought to the
Spanos Center last Friday night, this was the
first major rock concert in the Spanos Center
since its opening last year. And I must say, that
from the time the lights went off for Steel
Breeze, to the second encore by Quarterflash,
everything was first class. I do not plan to focus
my attention here to the concert, since that is
being done in the Entertainment Section, but on
the actual running of the show, something some
people said would never happen in the Spanos
Center.
Being in a position to see some of the
"behind the scenes" goings-on, I must com

mend ASUOP Social for putting on a first class
operation along with the show. From the first
piece of stage being put into place, to its being
taken down, the operation was run with splitsecond accuracy and a professionalism you
don't find at many professional concerts. The
main point to be brought across here is that this
high level of professionalism was attained solely
with student workers. This is something that
very few colleges do: run concerts with only
student-trained help.
After talking to members in the band at the
party after the show, they backed up what I had
seen. They said they were treated better here
and had a better operation here than anywhere
else on their current tour.
ASUOP Social and Steve Alexander have a
right to be proud of the job that they did. I
think we all should look forward to Jefferson
Starship and The Little River Band in the
coming months. This is along with what looks
like will be the best ASUOP Social in recent
time. As their radio advertising says, "ASUOP
Social-bringing you the best," makes it look
like this is becoming more true with each
passing concert. We can really believe that line
now.
Gregg Goldman

<«
<4

XTHlNK" lUIAKS THIS ONE,,,
. from

Letters to the Editor
Character of scholarships is issue
Editor:
Concerning the recently resurrec
ted controversy over athletics, 1
suggest that the fundamental moral
as well as financial issue is the charac
ter of scholarships. Athletic scholar
ships are simply much better "deals"
than most academic ones, here or
anywhere else, and without regard to
need as far as I know. Especially
given Pacific's limited resources this
is the sticking point.
Otherwise, whatever any donor
wishes to do with his or her money is
his or her business. All the faculty can
hope is that such individuals will
realize that a university's mission
must be academic. It was as unfor
tunate to single out a donor publicly
as it was for a. coach to single out
player(s) publicly after a disappoint
ing game. Otherwise, I agree in prin
ciple with Dr. Buntz's remarks;

especially those on the appearance of
things and the emphasis upon
academic matters as our priorities.

Free shuttle
offered to flame

sports scandals. But we should
dress the matter of scholarships,
by extension, the related one
division status

I might add that if every college
and university in America had an
athletic director like Professor Isaac,
we might be spared all intercollegiate

Calamity

Paul J. Hank busservice f r o m ' ^
;?J *
Professor of Histoi and night club loc*Je'
)t|M
Cow St. to the
^ m,
Saturday, Oct. /"v , , ,i t ,i
jrttof Calami') J»«"

Research applauded
Buntz's point

Editor:
In regard to your editorial of Sept.
17th, I applaud your obviously impec
cable research of how, where, when
and why some recent donations were
made. Unfortunately, you are one of
'those people' who missed the point of
Greg Buntz's remarks. I agree we
should thank the Bank of Stockton for
their gifts, but I suggest there is a much
better way to spend $70,000 of non

r

Stock""1'

Happy hour *

Sours from A Pm

deductible advertising funds. Whyi
move that sign on the lower left lis
corner of the scoreboard over toi
front wall of the Irving Mac
Library? As competition for jobs
fiercer, it is time to put more (if not!
of our energies and resources)
upgrading the academic program
the University.
Bill Kochenis

The President Speaks
By Joe Hartley.

(209)957- 583\
HAMMER RANCH CENTER
75C2 PACIFIC AVENUE
STOCKTON, CALIFORNIA
Come ard See our neuJ u)\de Screen
-television.-Video taping Service IS

avai table.

inc

Will graduation be held on Knoles
Lawn?... Where has the engineering
rock gone?... Will SBPA ever move in
to Weber Hall?... Will the Library ad
dition be built before our children come
to Pacific?... These are some of the
questions to be answered in this and
future years.
However, some of the answers
and solutions to these questions are ob
viously more vital to the existence of
this institution than others. These
questions shrink to insignificance when
compared to the question of whether or
not Pacific will be able to develop an
effective system for managing change.
The coming years will be
challenging as this institution, which
usually resists change, will be forced to
adapt to it. Faculty, who are too busy
pointing the finger elsewhere, must
examine themselves to determine where
cuts in faculty should occur. Without
harming our commitment to a solid
liberal education, we will need to alter
or eliminate programs which no longer
attract enough students.
Ad
ministrators, who are too busy

OUR POLICY
The Pacifican is published
every Friday by students of the
University of the Pacific, except
during vacation periods. Com
ments from Pacifican readers are
welcome. Guest columns and
letters to the editor are limited to
250 words and should be sub
mitted in typed form by 5 p m
Tuesday to the Pacifican 3rd
floor. North Hall. The Pacifican
staff reserves the right to edit all
submitted material.
Editorial
comments reflect the views of
the Pacifican editorial board
unless signed.
Staff members of the
Pacifican can be reached at
University of the Pacific
Stockton, California 952 11 '
(209)946-2114.

avoiding the real issues by hiding them
in committees, must start making
decisions based on sound management
principles. Tradition can no longer be
our sole standard of decision-making.
Students, who are too busy in the
worlds of academics, athletics or par
ties, must open their eyes and realize

what is at stake- the future of
University.
My column will offer a vie*
Pacific from a student perspective.
A.S.U.O.P. President, 1 am *
informed on issues that affect
University. My goal in writs!
column will be to challenge the Uij1
sity community on the relevant®
which we must face including nab®
state, and local politics.
And now for the big disdaw
Opinions expressed in this cotos®]
be my own and will not new
reflect t h e views of the AS,
legislative or executive branches. Sj
I stick my foot in my mouth, I ®
only one to blame.
I would like to thank the edit
the Pacifican for providing mejbj
portunity to write a weekly cj>'*j
Hopefully, I will be able to kwj
with this task (academics and AJg
permitting.) I'm no Herb Cad®
hope my lack of journalistic exp<«
will not handicap me too sevti
Although I am already late for ®J
deadline. Sorry Dan.

The Pacifican
Karen Komsak
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News Briefs
Model UN
To Meet Sunday
The Pacific Model United
Nations Association will hold their
first meeting of the year this Sun
day, September 26th, at 7 p.m. in
the Regent's Dining Room. The
purpose of this meeting, open to
UOP students, is to aquaint
prospective members with the
organization, which will travel to
Arizona this spring to the annual
Model United Nations Conferen
ce. Model United Nations has a
long history at UOP, who last year
hosted the Regional Conference.
Refreshments will be provided.

Rosselli granted
$2500 award

s is issue

David Rosselli, a University
of the Pacific student from Pit
tsburgh, has received a $2,500
scholarship from the McGavrenGuild Foundation.
Rosselli,
a
sophomore
majoring in communications,
works at KUOP-FM, the campus
radio station. He also does
weekend news and sports for
KJOY and KJAX radio in
Stockton.

duU But we should
litter of scholarships,!
>n. the related ok

Free shuttle
offered to game
Calamity Jane's will offer free

Paul J. Ha bus service from their restaurant
Professor of His. and night club located at 235 N.
Center St. to the football game
Saturday, Oct. 2, and back, as a
part of Calamity Jane's UOP Fan
Day. Happy hour will last three
hours from 4 p.m. until 7 p.m.,
along with a $5 dinner special. For
more information, call 944-5666.
advertising funds. W
ugn on the lower left:
he scoreboard over it
I of the Irving It
s competition for joa
time to put more (if M
ergies and resource!
the academic progra

pplaudec

missed

By Shannon Beale
Staff Writer

The Greeks will show their spirit
during the second annual Greek Week
Sunday, September 26 through Satur
day, October 2. All Greek societies will
participate.
Black Awareness Day will be the
focus of a meeting Sunday in the Con
servatory Auditorium from 2 to 4 p.m.
Sponsored by Alpha Phi Alpha,
Omega Psi Phi, Alpha Kappa Alpha,
and Delta Sigma Theta will be present
to introduce themselves and discuss
issues pertaining to Black fraternities
and sororities.
Debbie Newman, chairman of this
year's activities, is very excited about
Greek Week. "Greek Week is a time
for all the Greek societies to get to
know each other better," she said.
Debbie has planned a full week of ac
tivities, with Monday kicking off the
Interfraternity Council/Panhellenic
Blood Drive and the Greek Sing Ice

Crime watch

Cream Social.
The Greek Sing is a new addition
to Greek Week. Each house will
prepare a song that reflects their view
of college life. A trophy will be awar
ded at the performance, to be held at 6
p.m. in the University Center Patio
Monday, to the most creative and
original entry.
The College Bowl has proved to be
one of the most competitive events
during the week, with Archania the
winner of the contest last year. The
competition involves answering
sometimes-arcane questions from the
social and natural science fields.
Hump's Bar and Grill will be
hosting Greek Night with the band
"Snap" Tuesday night at 8 p.m. It will
feature happy hour prices and door
prizes. Thursday night, the entire cam
pus Circle Dance will be held in Frater
nity Circle from 8 p.m. to 11 p.m. for
the entire campus to attend.
The fun has not begun for the

Greeks, for Friday evening is their
popular rotational party. The Greeks
will get a chance to visit each other's
fraternities.
Delta Gamma's Anchor Splash
marks the last day of Greek Week. This
fundraiser will aid Delta Gamma in
their service projects of sight conser
vation and aid to the blind. All living
residences may participate in the many
swimming events. The Anchor Splash
is a highlight of the year at many
universities.
The Greeks will have been
preparing their chariots all week for the
chariot race during half time of foot
ball game between UOP an,d the
University of Nevada at Las Vegas
Saturday night. Phi Delta Chi and
Delta Delta Delta hold last year's
trophy after making a dramatic finish.
Will anyone try to use skis again
beneath their chariot? We'll all have to
wait and see. One thing is certain,
Greek Week will give everyone a chance
to see the greeks in action.

Flasher remains unexposed

Administrative society
to meet Wednesday

The American Society for,
Personnel Administration will
hold its first general meeting Wed
nesday, September 29 at 7:00 p.m.
in the Gold Room. Priscila Camperud, Director of Personnel at St.
Joseph's Hospital will be speaking
on "The Advantages/Disadvan-

Students walking or jogging
around the Calaveras River, especially
during morning hours, should be on
the look-out for a black male who
reportedly exposed himself to two
women in the last couple of weeks. The
suspect is approximately six feet tall,
and 25 years old.
One of the victims was ap
proached at the footbridge and the
other has been approached twice at the
Pacific overpass bridge. According to
Campus Police Chief, Norm Askew,
the man is "more aggressive than your
average exposer. He talks to his victims
and then approaches them."
There were two wallet thefts in the
Pharmacy Library on September 16.
The loss is estimated at $47.00. Also
on September 16, a tape recorder and
microphone were stolen from KUOP,
the loss totalling over $320.00.
On September 17, campus police
received a bomb threat at the School of
Education at approximately 3:45 p.m.
Employees at the school were sent
home for the day. Stockton police

tages of
Belonging to
Professional Organization."

If you're interested inbecoming a professional in the
world of business, you are strongly
encouraged to attend. Refresh
ments will be served.
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YOGURT
HOiVCT TREAT CO
Yogurt Shoppe
No. 17
4343 Pacific Ave., C-l
Stockton, CA 95207

RICHARD & MIDGE PRUDEN
(209) 952-6042

THANKS

Hartle

A & W Family Restaurant

Hammer S k a t e C e n t e r

Taco Charley

A m e r i c a n F a m i l y S a u n a a n d Tub

Honey T r e a t Y o g u r t

The Thinnery

Babe's Sub Shop

Macy's Hair Salon

T i g e r Tub I c e Cream

Burger King

Oak P a r k I c e A r e n a

C a l i f o r n i a Game C e n t e r s
Cosmicade
Starcade
Supercade

Rax R o a s t B e e f

Tipton's Family Billiard
and Recreation Center

D o n u t King

S t . Marks Dry C l e a n e r s

Fro-Yo

S h a u g h n e s s y C a r Wash

Golfland

S t e v e a t De P a r s i a ' s

H. S a l t S e a f o o d G a l l e r y

Taco Bell

Rico's Pizza
Round T a b l e P i z z a

Tony's Pizzeria
Wendy's
West!and Theatres
Wienerschnitzel
Yellow Submarine

TOR THEIR PARTICIPATION IN
THE cylSUOP COUPON BOOK

!

Get to the answers fester.
With theTI-55-IL
K»renpoK
Da*P Vlirk^
Laur,eNlilli^

E'a,| r Vl'i
Ken
Coll*0 Vcos'

s'&
All**0

>

SSjs*
pana

a

the entire formula.
Included is the Calculator
Decision-Making Sourcebook.
It makes the process of using
theTI-55-II even simpler, and
shows you how to use all the
power of the calculator.
Get to the answers f\S_,
faster. Let a TI-55-II
show you how.
\j

TICKETS AT ALL. BASS OUTLETS INCLUDING THE RECORD FACTORY
STUDENT DISCOUNT TICKETS ONLY AT UDP ELECTRONICS STORE

TEXAS
INSTRUMENTS
©W82 Texas Instruments

BRINGING YOU THE BEST...

AN ASUOP SOCIAL EVENT

ASUOP Cardholders must present ASUOP card at the
door on the night of the concert. NO EXCEPTIONS!
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Music man turned professor

Everything You
Always Wanted
To Know About
Contact Lenses...

Lynn Gogel
Copy Editor

The career of Richard Etlinger,
newly-appointed Assistant to the
Dean and Associate Professor of
UOP's Conservatory of Music, can
be summarized in one worddynamic.
From his early introduction into
the entertainment business as a
professional child actor, his career as
a respected lawyer, and his various
executive positions held at RCA
Records, Playboy Records and
Music, and Casablanca Record and
Filmworks, his career has touched
virtually every aspect of the enter
tainment and legal professions.
As a young man with previous
experience as a child actor behind
him, Etlinger first sought a career in
performance. His work ranged from
a nationally-known children's radio
show to performing in several broadway plays. However, before long, he
became disillusioned with "the
business" and found that, in his words,
"none of this was really very
nourishing to me." Etlinger continued,
"I just didn't like the life of constantly
knocking around as a performer.''
Seeking a more stable career, in
1953 Etlinger turned to the field of law.
After going through law school, being
admitted to practice, and working for a
number of years for several highlyrespected Eastern-based law firms,
Etlinger found his new profession to be
"as dull as dishwater" after awhile.
It was at this point in time that
Etlinger was to make the greatest ad
vance in his career. For a graduate
lawyer and member of the bar in two
states to take a demotion and drastic
cut in pay to only $70 a week to work in
an atmosphere where he could learn the
"entertainment law business" certainly
posed a challenge. After assimilating
all he could about the music and record
entertainment law business, Etlinger
accepted a position at RCA Records
and began his upward climb to the top.
During his years in the entertain
ment/law/business field, Etlinger
became aquainted with virtually every
aspect of the entertainment business.
His positions at this time included

Saturday, October 2
10 a.m. to 3 p.m.
An informal session to answer your
questions concerning:

Extended wear lenses
Astigmatic soft lenses
Gas permeable lenses
Contact lens solutions
Plan to drop by, or call for more information
Office of: Dr. Stephen Pollack, Optometrist
1701 W. March Lane, Suite A

951-2020

STUDENTS
Insurance costs too high?
Call Cindi

low rates for qualified students
call or come in for a quote

Dutcher
Insurance
Agency
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Dining Menu
minimum purchase $3.25

Soup du Jour

Features

Two selections available daily
8 .50

(served as an accompaniment only)

Salads

Soup and Sandwich
one half of your choice of our sandwiches
and a cup of our homemade soup or salad,
beverage included

33.25

Light Lunch

Our scrumptious Salad Bar
fresh mixed greens with assortment of toppings
(served as an accompaniment only)

33.DO
)()()

trip to the salad bar and a cup of our steaming soup

Fruit and Cheese Platter
cheeses, fresh fruit and sliced meat

Spinach Salad
fresh spinach with bacon bits, hard boiled eggs and mushrooms *83.50
(served as an accompaniment only)
i()()

Special Luncheon Salad
price varies

created daily by our staff

all salads served with bread

each day we offer either a quiche or crepe
ask our staff about our daily selection

From Our Chef's Recipe File
a selected entree is prepared daily and served
a la carte, garnished with fresh fruit

*83.90

fresh daily

The Feast

assorted meats and cheeses on freshly
baked U.O.P. bread

34.20

price varies

Bread

French Dip

sour dough trench roll with thinly sliced beef,
served au jus

34.20

Quiche or Crepe

Sandwiches

33.95

33.25

May We Suggest
our kitchen's special sandwich
selection for the day
price varies

8 .50

Dessert
Cheesecake

()(

Ice Cream
Fresh Fruit Cup

Beverages
your choice of beverage

additional serving

3 .50
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cert was in full swing, the fans were
all dancing on the floor.
Roily
Steele,
production
manager for ASUOP Social, said,
"Quarterflash was impressed with the
very professional job the production
crew displayed, and they found it
very hard to believe that the
organization was college-run." Steele
is looking forward to Jefferson Starship on October 8th, and The Little
River Band on November 10th.
Steel Breeze, from nearby
Sacramento, did a presentable job as
an opening act. With their new single
"You Don't Want Me Anymore," on
the charts, Steel Breeze hopes to
return one day as a headliner.
In all, The Quarterflash/Steel
Breeze concert was a success; students
hope that Steve Alexander can begin
to tap the talent of the nearby San
Francisco music scene to bring more
of this type of high standard perfor
mance to UOP.

By Ken Drew
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Quarterflash brings rock to Spanos Center
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By Amy Margolies
I woke to the sound of my alarm clock refreshed and excited for the
day. After a shower, my favorite dress, a pair of pumps, and a cup of
coffee, I was ready to head for the City by the Bay. I took Bart in, which
is an ideal way to travel to San Francisco from all over the Bay Area. On
my journey through San Francisco, I'll suggest to you some of my
favorite places to visit.
Bart's Powell Street Station will take you right to Union Square.
Union Square is noted for its fabulous shopping. I enjoy starting my day
at the basement restaurant in Liberty House for a marvelous pastry and
tea. Now on to some serious shopping. Union Square offers Saks Fifth
Avenue, Macys, I.Magnin, The Limited and Lanz as well as many other
specialty boutiques on the surrounding side streets. After a busy morning
of shopping, it's time to rest and have some lunch.
If you're in the mood for a rather extravagant lunch, I would
suggest the Plaza in the Hyatt Regency Union Square. You'll dine in an
elegantly decorated room with an exquisite menu, ranging from club
sandwiches to crab and lobster entrees. If you're college-student budget
will not allow you to splurge, however, Mama's restaurant located on
Macy's bottom floor is an excellent choice. This delightful restaurant is a
San Francisco tradition with two other locations. One of them is on
California Street at the top of Nob Hill, and the other is in Washington
Square. Mama's has a wide variety of delicious food including many
kinds of salads, soups, sandwiches, crepes and quiches. Oh, whatever
you do, don't pass up the desserts and pastries made fresh daily.
I like to spend my afternoon in San Francisco in another part of the
city. Although Ghirardelli Square is thought by many to be touristy, to
me a day in the City just isn't complete without a visit. It's also a nice
way to spend an evening in San Francisco. It's the perfect place to see
side show magicians, jugglers, folksingers, mimes and other intriguing
talent acts.
Ghirardelli Square's Via Veneto Cafe is a favorite place of mine to
sip cappucino or hot chocolate and watch the passerbys. This quaint cafe
has quite a spectacular view of the Bay. As for evening dining, the
famous square has just the place, Maxwell Plums. This recently
established restaurant is one I highly recommend. A spacious, wide open
atmosphere is created by large windows surrounding the place. The pink
and white tablecloths, fresh flowers, and large chandeliers give the place
a grand classic French feel to it. The food is expensive, but well worth the
price. I guarantee most everyone will leave Maxwell Plums happy with
the service, the food, and the overall visit.
After dinner I enjoy taking a stroll along 'San Francisco's Fishermans Wharf. Along the wharf is a San Franciscan landmark called the
Buena Vista. The Buena Vista is known for its original Irish coffee. You
may have a 20 minute or so wait to get in, but the fun, easygoing at
mosphere will surely make up for it; not to mention that sweet smelling
Irish coffee!
What a.perfect day in San Francisco! With morning spent in Union
Squar^, and the afternoon and evening in Ghirardelli Square and
Fishermans Wharf. If you're planning a trip to the city in the near
future, I hope you'll try some of these places for an extra-special San
'Francisco experience.

Quarterflash, led by Marv and I
Rindy Ross, rocked the Spanos Cen
ter last Friday night. With their
smooth and catchy beat, UOP
students were treated to the best show
at UOP since Greg Kihn came to the
Conservatory in November, 1981.
Quarterflash, from Portland,
Oregon, played all their favorites in
cluding, "Find Another Fool,"
"Right Kind of Love," and their first
hit, "Harden My Heart," all of
which were received with loud rounds
of applause. The theme, "Night
Shift," from the band's current hit
single, was also greeted well by their
fans. New songs, such as "Party
Down" and "Take Another Pic
ture,"
featured
both
singer/saxaphonist Rindy Ross and
singer/guitarist Jack Charles on
vocals, adding to the band's more
vocal flexability. By the time the con

Gere, "Officer and Gentleman" successful
By

Dawn Polvorosa

Have you recently said to yourself,
"I'm tired of kid's movies!" "I'm an
adult now!" "I'm tired of seeing
Disney take-offs!" If you're ready for
reality in your movies and have wat
ched your fill of summer fantasies, then
I've got a movie for you. Go see "An
Officer and a Gentleman".
All movies offer some type of
escapism, whether it be comedy, fan
tasy or reality. Comedy and fantasy
always require exaggeration. Reality,
though, gives you the chance to escape
into someone else's life and usually find
parts of your life within the story.
"An Officer and a Gentleman"
stars Richard Gere as officers candidate
Zack Mayo; Debra Winger as Paula
Pakrifki, a local girl working in a paper
factory; and Lou Gossett Jr. as the
Navy training Sergeant Emil Foley.
The acting in "Ordinary People" has
been unequalled until this movie. It's
so refreshing to see such a perfectly cast
movie. Immediately after the opening
scene, I was completely immersed in
the characters.

The characters of Zack and
Paula are similar in that they both
come from a somewhat lower class
background. Zack leaves home and his
alcoholic father to enlist in the Navy's
officer training program. Zack is
determined to make something of him
self other than a patron of the red light
district where he grew up. Paula lives
near the Naval base and works in a
local paper factory. The local girls
spend their time trying to capture a
Naval officer in marriage.
Upon Zack and Paula's meeting,
Paula dares Zack not to fall in love
with her. Originally, Zack had no in
tention of falling in love with Paula,
but he's caught in a confused state of
want and identity. Zack wants a better
class of woman, but he identifies well
with Paula; she understands his wants
and needs. Both characters are trying
to climb out of the background that
society has locked them in.
There is an immediate conflict
between the characters of Zack and
training Sergeant Emil Foley. Sergeant
Foley believes Zack's attitude is too
self-centered for an officer to have.
For this reason, Sergeant Foley tries to

needs no dialogue to leave you sob
break Zack down both physically and
bing, but thrilled with true love
mentally; in the process Zack finally
admits his reason for being in the realized.
Richard Gere began his acting
training program, "I've got nothin'
else." After this realization, Zack's career on the stage but, as is usually
personal triumphs aren't as impor the case, became professionally
tant as before, and he helps the other visible due to his television roles. His
most noteable stage roles were Danny
recruits overcome their difficulties.
Even though Zack is finally showing Zuko in "Grease" and a homosexual
officer potential, the conflict still in Nazi concentration camp in
continues between he and the "Bent". On television we saw Gere
Sergeant. Although not as obvious as in "Kojak" and a movie made for
before, the actors portray an evident T.V., "Strike". Although not a
inner aversion for eachother which is glamorous role, the raving maniac of
only overshadowed by their mutual "Looking For Mr. Goodbar" sent
Gere on the road to fame, which led
respect.
The acting in this movie really to "American Gigolo" and
carries the plot, which is otherwise ultimately "An Officer and a Gentle
overused. There are no less than man".
Personally, I would consider
three trite scenes, which were only
successful due to Gere's superb Richard Gere the A1 Pacino of the
charismatic acting. The scene where 1980's. He has the same type of in
the Sergeant makes Zack admit to his tense, cool, self-assurance that A1
reason for being in the officers Pacino portrayed. The quality of
training program is so painfully real Gere's acting is to be unmatched at
this point in time.
that you actually suffer with Zack.
"An Officer and a Gentleman"
Richard Gere is (Extraordinary in his
portrayal of a confused, moody lover receives my highest recommendation.
It's playing at the Regency in Stockton,
in his relationship with Paula.
Finally, the touching final scene don't miss it!
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UOP GREEK WEEK '82
September 26 — October 2

Sunday, September 26
Black Greek Awareness Day
Conservatory 2:00-4:00

Monday, September 27
Greek Sing/Ice Cream Social
U.C. Patio, 6:00 p.m.

IFC/Panhel Blood Drive
Regent's Dining Room, 10:00 a.m.-4:30 p.m.
Jersey Day!

Tuesday, September 28
College Bowl Preliminaries
U.C. Patio, 12:00 Noon

Greek Night at "Humps Bar and Grill"
Band "SNAP"
Happy Hour Prices with ASUOP card
4555 N. Pershing Ave. 8:00 p.m.
door prizes

Wednesday, September 29
College Bowl Preliminaries All-Greek Bar-B-Q
U.C. Patio, 12:00 noon
Archania/Delta Gamma Lawn, 5:30 p.m.

Co

Made for the way
you really like
to drink heerr

Thursday, September 30
College Bowl Semi-Finals Circle Dance
U.C. Patio, 12:00 noon
Fraternity Circle, 8:00 p.m.-11:00 p.m.

Friday, October 1
College Bowl Finals
Rotational p ties
U.C. Patio, 12:00 noon times and 1 , ions to be announced

Saturday, October 2
Delta Gamma Anchor Splash
Greek Chariot Race
University Pool, 1:00 p.m.-4:00 p.m. Pacific Memorial Stadium,
Halftime of UNLV/UOP football game
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WHAT'S HAPPENING,
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Young groups seek glory
AT
SSgKE??
-

MEN

WORK
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incorporate to add a sound that
seems a lot fuller than old rock.
Strangely enough, the album
is produced by CBS, Inc. They
usually don't handle any albums
that have a chance of failing. It is
good to see CBS do that, for it
shows the other recording com
panies that there are still new suc
cess stories to be found.

~"

T.K. Rohan and Gordon Spielberg

Business As Usual
Men At Work
CBS Inc.

Pelican West
Haircut One Hundred
Arista
In this new era of expensive,
stylish haircuts, it's good to see
that you can still get six barbers to
work on your ears for just $7.95.
The six barbers form the new
group Haircut One Hundred, and
the album is entitled Pelican West.
Haircut One Hundred came
together in 1981 and has since put
out one album, toured the nation,
and put two cuts on the charts.
There are six members in the
band; Nick Heyward (lead and
rhythm guitars, vocals), Mark Fox
(congas and Brazilian percussion),
Blair Cunningham (drums), Phil
Smith (sax), Graham Jones
(guitar) and Les Names (bass).
The two songs on the charts
are "Favourite Shirts (Boy meets
Girl)" and "Love Plus One". In
these cuts, the funk bass rhythm
mixed with driving percussion
from the congas and long hom rifts,
contribute to an all-around fan
tastic sound. Add to this the sax
and Nick Heyward's vocals and
guitar playing, and you come up
with one hell of a good song. This
is not to say that the rest of the
album is bad, in fact, we enjoyed
the whole thing from "Lemon
Firebrigade" to "Fantastic Day."
The songs are all written by
Nick Heyward, who is also the
leader of this new-sounding group.
The brass arrangements are written
by Phil Smith, who sounds like he
has had previous experience
arranging this type of material.
As we left Pelican West, we
made sure to leave a good tip for
twelve great cuts. The ears were
titillated and the senses were
tingling, while elsewhere Men At
Work were conducting Business As
Usual.

In faraway Australia, the land
of Tazmanian Devils and AC/DC,
Men At Work are conducting
Business As Usual. If this new
group is indicative of future music,
listeners are in for some great
tunes.
Men At Work is composed of
Five members; Colin Hay (vocals
and guitar), Jerry Speiser (drums
and vocals), Ron Strykert (guitar
and vocals), Greg Ham (sax, flute,
vocals, keyboards and "fiddley
things"), and John Rees (bass and
vocals). The "Men" have com
piled a sound that is bound to ex
cite. These artists have pooled their
talents and produced an album
which makes one want to get up
and move.
So far, the album has one
chart hit, "Who Can It Be Now."
The song is representative of the
whole album. Their music com
bines the sounds of synthesizers,
guitars and sax to bring forth a
new imaginative sound.
Along with this sound are
some great lyrics. The cut "People
Just Love To Play With Words",
written by Ron Strykert, shows the
artistic talent employed in the
writing of the lyrics. Colin Hay
writes most of the lyrics and seems
to love to play with homonyms.
The songs all have something to
say about either women, war,
poverty, malpractice or love
(common themes in this era of our
history.)
.,
This album, recorded at
Richmond Studios, was recorded
in late '81-early '82. It signals the
beginning of a new era where the
guitar and drums aren't the only
thing holding the group together,
rather, saxophones and trumpets

fit

Steel Breeze
RCA

•

a

Look who's hit the big time...
Could this be the same band that
played at the UOP Circle Dance
only one year ago? Yes, this is the
same Steel Breeze, but now they're
famous! They even sport a "hit"
single!
Let's face it, there is a big
transition in moving from a high
school and college dance band to
an album and opening act band.
Steel Breeze has fallen into the
typical new band, first album syn
drome. The trap is a harsh sound
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Zd a swooney love-hungry band I
would have put on Journey!
However, I do like several
nuts on this Sacramento-based
hand's album. Steel Breeze has
roduced a winning formula that
S sell The "Hit" songJ'You
Don't Want Me Anymore is a
cawhy tune with easy to remember
lyrics. The lead guitarist WaV''"
Carpenter isn't drowning out Ric
Jacob's vocals. Of course they are
still not anything to W"te h
Rolling Stone about. As for the
rest of the first side, skip it.
The other inspiring moments
are on the second side. ' Can t
Stop This Feeling' shows us that
there are keyboards in the band.
Not excellent, but at least you can
hear another instrument besides
drum, bass and guitar. In Street
Talkin," Steel Breeze takes a
breather from the monotonous
drum, and examines the possibility
of changing the beat. This reggaesounding cut proves that the band
has some inclination to ex
periment. Let us hope on their next
album they continue to look
towards other types of music and
begin to mature from a harsh danceplaying band to one that puts out
music, not only girly jibberish.
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Tiger Paw rating system
Highest rating: see it, do it, buy it, *
eat it, read it-try it.
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In These Paraprofessional Programs.
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Applications & Information
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R.A.: Office of Student Life - 1st Floor, Knoles Hall
S.A.: Student Advising Center - Bannister 109
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Mrs. Anderson

Student Rotes - weekends 2-5
2303 W. March Lane Across from the Hilton 951-3795

When you get paid back with interest like
this, it sort of makes you wish he'd borrow
. things more often.
Open up a few cold ones and toast a guy
who really knows how to return a
favor.
Tonight, let it be Lowenbrau.
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Karen's Comments
By Karen Komsak
Sports Editor

As of yesterday, junior guard Jeff Andrade is no longer a member
of the UOP men's basketball team. Andrade, who was recently arrested
in connection with a ticket scalping incident at the State Fair, is being
"dismissed for disciplinary reasons."
According to Head Coach Tom O'Neill, if Andrade chooses to stay
at UOP, his scholarship will be honored but he will no longer represent
the university on the basketball floor.
Amidst controversy and protest, intramural flag football got under
way this week.
Applications for tomorrow's mixed doubles intramural tennis tour
nament are being accepted until noon today in the main gym.
Next Thursday, Sept. 30, the intramural department will sponsor a
scavenger hunt beginning at 6:45 p.m. at the sand volleyball courts
(Raney Recreation Center) adjacent to the main gym. Sign-ups are now
being accepted and will be until the day of the event. No limit on number
of team members. The hunt will take place on campus and the grand
prize will be a party size pizza from Rico's.
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At last year's Cal State Long Beach Invitational field hockey tour
nament, the Lady Tigers finished second behind host Long Beach.
Highlighting the event, Pacific defeated Stanford 1-0, its first-ever win
over the Cardinals.
This weekend, the Lady Tigers will travel to Long Beach where
they'll try to repeat last year's fine performance. With this year's talent
though, Pacific could surprise a few people and better last year's finish
by taking first in the tourney. UOP takes a 0-1 record with them..
The Lady Tigers will open NorPac conference action against Chico
State Wednesday at home on Brookside Field at 3 p.m.
In the tourney this weekend, UOP is scheduled to face San Jose
State at 8:30 a.m. and California at 4:30 p.m. on Friday and then will
play Chico State at 12:30 p.m. and Long Beach 4:30 p.m. Saturday.
UOP team physician, Dr. John Blinn, Jr., will attend his 500th UOP
football game this Saturday, a commendable landmark. Thanks for your
support, committment and services, Dr. Blinn.
Tiger baseball opened their fall non-league season this week with
five games against Delta College. Next Thursday Pacific will host Mer
ced at 3 p.m. with the first team(s) playing at O'Keefe and the second
team(s) playing at Grupe Field.
The fall schedule runs through November, allowing the team the
opportunity to tune up for the spring, determine potential and gain ex
perience against competition.

Hungry for a win, Tiger football
will host Big Sky conference power
Boise State tomorrow night at 7:30
p.m. in Pacific Memorial Stadium.
Pacific comes into the game 0-3, after
dropping a 36-17 contest to Idaho last
week.
"The key this week will be not to
beat ourselves," said UOP Head
Coach Bob Toledo. "We have to play
error-free football."
The Boise State Broncos have
not had a losing record since 1946 and
won the NCAA 1-AA championship
in 1980. They've won at least ten
games in each of the last three years
and have won at least nine games in
seven of the last nine years.
The Broncos have averaged 352
yards of total offense in their first
two games which saw l^em go 2-0,
getting wins over Nevada-Ki.no, 20-

13, last weekend, and Cal State
Fulierton, 20-9, in their opener. Both
games were played in Boise. Boise
had 244 through the air per game
while junior quarterback Tim Klena
has completed over 62 percent of his
64 pass attempts, two for touchdowns.
The ground attack stars allconference tailback Rodney Webster
while the defense contains four '81
All-Big Sky players: tackle Michel
Bourgeau, linebackers John Rade
and Curt Hecker and safety Larry
Alder.
"Boise is the second best team
we've played this year," said Toledo.
"They're more physical and more
talented than Idaho (also a Big Sky
team)."
In preparing for this week's
game, the Tigers went back to basics,
practicing in full gear on Monday and

simulating game situations.
"We haven't hit that much this
fall because we've been so conscious
of injuries, but we've been losing
games in that area. We've tried to
protect the players and it's backfired
on us," said Toledo. "Our players
have been physical, but haven't been
tough-minded."
Last week versus Idaho, the
Tigers compiled an impressive 420
total yards offensively, getting 292
yards in the first half alone for a 1716 half-time lead. A sporadic defense
and a scoreless second half left UOP
on the short end though, despite
recording the first back-to-back 400
yard plus games in Toledo history
(UC Davis and Idaho).
"It was a breakdown in the fun
damentals of blocking and tackling
and fatigue," said Toledo of the loss.

Tiger water polo will assume the
role of underdog this weekend when
they host Pac-10 powers California
and Stanford. UOP will face Cal
today at 4 p.m. at Pacific's Chris
Kjeldsen Memorial pool and will look
to upset the defending national
champion Stanford Cardinals
tomorrow at 11 a.m. Preceding the
Stanford match, the Alumni will take
to the pool at 9:30 a.m. Saturday.
Though California and Stanford
are favored, UOP has a good chance
of coming out victorious and hope to
improve their 1-5 record. In a pre
season scrimmage, the Tigers came

from behind to tie Cal 6-6.
"Berkeley will be looking for a
payback," said Head UOP Coach
Dennis Nugent. "We're just going to
have to try to bring ourselves together
and overcome any problems.":.
"Stanford is not as good as they
have been, but they're still good," he
continued. "If we are confident and
relaxed and get intense near the end
of the game, we can be competitive."
Last weekend, the Tigers were
competitive in the prestigious UC Ir
vine tournament, defeating Long
Beach State, 5-4, which was the first
win for Pacific against Long Beach

since Nugent came two years ago.
UOP lost to the highly-regarded
German club team by a slim 10-7
margin, though they lost to Stanford,
10-5; UCLA 10-4; USC 8-3; and UC
Santa Barbara 6-5. Leading Pacifie's
scoring in the tourney was sophomore
Mike Haley with 14 goals. Junior
Don Hollingsworth had four.
"The scores aren't very in
dicative of our potential," said
Nugent. "We have a lot more potential
than what we've shown. The
tournament helped us t© determine
our strengths and weaknesses. We
were competitive with everyone. We

It's not what you see,

Free topping with
purchase of yogurt
FREE SAMPLES
Add Expires Sept. 30

(By K-Mart)

Senior fullback Gary Blackwell
was named offensive player-of-theweek after compiling 87 yards on 16
carries and scoring a touchdown. He
now has collected 1,173 career yards
rushing. Senior linebacker Mike Landis earned special teams player
honors for turning in a fine perfor
mance.
Through the first three games,
UOP is third in the PCAA in total of
fense (behind Fresno and San Jose)
and first in rushing offense (425 yar
ds). Individually, Blackwell is second
in league rushing with a 6.7 yard
average but leads with 215 total
yards. Pacific tailback Antioune
Lang leads the PCAA in all-purpose
running with 310 total yards.
Tomorrow night's game will also
include special guest Krazy George of
Oakland A's and San Jose fame.

Water polo takes on Pac-10 Cal, Stanford

FRESH FROZEN YOGURT

5757 Pacific Ave.
Sherwood Plaza
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Tigers stalk victory Saturday,
host Big Sky power Boise State
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just need to develop more consisten
cy," he added.
Looking at league competition,
Nugent sees UC Irvine a pre-season
favorite.
"I think that UCI is not only a
favorite in the league, but is favored
as a national champion also," said
Nugent . "After UCI, it will probably be
UC Santa Barbara, Long Beach and UOP
fighting it out for the next few spots."
Next week, Pacific will travel to
UC Davis on Tuesday. The Tigers
will travel to Stanford next weekend
for the NorCal Invitational.
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Soccer returns home at .500;

Undefeated Tiger VB
travels to Arizona
By Dan Sousa
Managing Editor

The women's volleyball team,
undefeated and ranked first in the
nation by Volleyball Monthly, travels
out-of-state to battle two top-twenty
teams this weekend. The Tigers, 6-0,
will face 12th-ranked Arizona State
tonight and 9th-ranked Arizona
tojnorrow night.
; "Arizona State and Arizona are
plaing well," said Tiger Head Coach
Terry Liskevych. "It will be our first
stern test of the season for an away
trip."
Arizona State is 14-2 on the
season and Arizona is 13-4 so far this
year with a heartbreaking loss 16-14,
16-14 to powerhouse UCLA last
weekend in the Titan Volleyball
Tournament.
UOP won it's 43rd straight
league game Wednesday night with a
3-1 victory over Oregon State, 15-3,
15-9, 10-15, 15-4. Freshman sensation
Therese Boyle overpowered the
Beavers with 18 kills and an .484 hit
ting percentage.
Boyle and sophomore Robin
Burns teamed-up to run UOP to a
quick 9-1 lead in game one. Boyle had
three kills and two block assists in
succession as UOP proved their topranking. Oregon State scored two,
but strong serving by Boyle and team
captain Karen Jacobsen insured a 153 victory.
UOP, lulled by an easy first
game, fell behind 8-4 in game two
before rolling off 8 straight points
and finally a 15-9 victory. Game three
was the Beavers chance to run-off 8
straight points and they were able to
fight off some excellent serving by
Jacobsen for a 15-10 win.

play top-ranked Fullerton next
By Barbara Allen

back playing. Schauer had three kills
and a service ace against Oregon
State.
Another junior, Cathy Lumb,
received an injury in practice Tuesday
and is not expected to play this
weekend. Lumb missed most of last
season with a bad foot.

suff

Coming off .>f '' "SS!
mad triD last weekend in Soutnern
Sl!nto, in which thcy»°n two
r tur(~ oames the men s soccer
SS* will h09 Cal sane
Fullerton Sunday at 1

UOP is currently ranked 2nd in
the nation in the latest Tachikara
poll. The first NCAA poll won't be
out until later this month.
Pacific, showing mid-season
form early this year, is serving excep
tionally well. UOP has served 36 aces
in their last three matches compared
to 15 for their opponents.

Linda Vaughn served seven
straight points including three rounhouse aces as UOP won a quick 15-4
victory and the match, 3-1. UOP is
now 3-0 in NorPac play.
The 1,700 fans that showed up
were then treated to championship
caliber volleyball between the men's
teams of USA and Poland. Poland
escaped with a 3-2 victory over the
Americans.
Last weekend, UOP played host
and won their own tourney with a
13-15, 15-7, 15-8, 15-12 victory over
8th-ranked Stanford. Vaughn led the
Tigers with 14 kills in the champion
ship game and stong setting by
sophomore Jan Saunders earned her
the MVP of the tourney honors.
Vaughn, Eileen Dempster, and
Jacobsen were named to the AllTourney team along with Saunders.
Over 2,000 fans saw a sea-saw
battle in the first game. UOP was up
13-11, but the Cardinals led by their
All-Tourney players Kim Oden and
Deanna Boyette stormed back to win
15-13. Jacobsen served UOP out to a
8-3 lead and the Tigers, behind an en
thusiastic crowd, won handily 15-7.
Game three saw Stanford not getting
started until the Tigers held a 9-2
lead. The Cardinals fought back, but
Dempster was too tough at the net
and UOP was only one victory away
from the championship. UOP shot
out to an 8-2 lead in the fourth and
last game before Stanford caught and
passed the Tigers at 11-10. A BurnsSaunders block gave UOP a 12-11
lead, but Stanford came right back to
tie it up. The Tigers, showing poise,
calmly disposed of Stanford, 15-12.

The Tigers, who play all of their
home games at the A.G. Spanos Cen
ter, will return from Arizona to face
Cal Poly San Luis Obispo next Wed
nesday at 7:30 p.m. The Mustangs
scored three victories over Pacific last
year but were not so lucky when the
two teams met in the NCAA play
offs. The Tigers, coming off a big win
over Penn State, beat Cal Poly easily
and advanced to the Final Four.
Leading the Mustangs will be red
headed Sandy Aughinbugh (5-11).
The Tigers' next league game will
be October 1st when Oregon travels
down to meet UOP.

Editor's Note: Due to technical
difficulties, the Volleyball Insert
wasn't able to come out this week.
Look for it in next week's Pacifican.

writer

Poland's men's team rejects a spike by the USA team. Poland
defeated USA three games to two in the match held at the
A.G. Spanos Center Wednesday night. The Poland-USA
match was proceeded by the UOP women's team defeating
Oregon State, 3-1.
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Co-coach Dave Goldstein did
some scouting for the FuUerton
game and declared,
They re
(Fullerton) no. a power i. ta»
I. But don't get me wrong, they re
a good team."
(<w
He went on to add,
we
really think we can play at their
level now. It is a first in UOP
history to go into a game against a
Division I team and feel we can
beat them."
... „
Co-coach Bruce Spaulding
also feels that the Division 1 Tigers1
will do well "...if we can follow
our game plan, keep control of the
ball, and use the width of the
field."
,
.
Fullerton is considered to be
one of the top teams on the West
Coast.
Goldstein and Spaulding both
agreed that from the standpoint of
results and confidence gained, the
trip South was very successful.
Pacific's two wins came one
each on Friday afternoon over

Redlands, 4-0, and Saturday night
over La Verne, 4-1.
Sunday morning's
mornings game
against Dominguez Hills ended in
a
2-3- loss for Pacific ""
a tough
tuus" me
WW
fnn 7 1 ri+ U«1l The
Tigers were on top 2-1 at half-time
of that game, however, the strain
of the previous two games had
taken its toll and the team just
jUst
taxen
i i K M/Mra uroll r\n tVia f,',i
couldn
't move well on the field af.
1C nan.
ter the
half.
Leading scorer for the entire
trip was center-forward Dalt0n
Duval with three goals and three
bis..
assists..
Left-wing Floyd Goldstein
and right-wing Theo Bennett scored

/
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two goals apiece.

Adding one goal each were
halfbacks Hector Molina and
Geoff Storey, and fullback pat
^es.
Noyes.
Spaulding had praise for Paul
fParkinson, UOP's onlyj goai
keeper at the present time, f0r
holding down his position so well
throughout the series.
Goal keepers sophomore
Steve Lombardo, and freshman
Ryan Minyard are both out with
injuries. Lombardo is expected
back next week while Minyard will
be out the remainder of the season.
Pacific will open it's 1982
Pacific
Soccer
Conference
schedule when UOP travels to
Berkeley to face Cal Wednesday.
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By Kevin Coombs
Staff Writer

Tying the competitive course
record at Incline Village Golf Course
with a 65, Pacific's Jeff Wilson
scored his first collegiate tournament
victory over UCLA's Ail-American
Jay Delsing at the Wolfpack Classic
in Lake Tahoe this week.
Wilson's rounds of 75-65-79 put
him at 219, matching Delsing's scores
of 72-73-74. The twosome went into
sudden death which Wilson won on
the 484-yard par four second hole at
Edgewood-Tahoe Golf Club.
"This is his (Wilson's) first vic
tory; but it won't be his last," said
coach Glen Albaugh. This victory is

just a continuance of Wilson's fine
summer performance. He qualified
for the U.S. Open, held at Pebble
Beach, and the U.S. Amateur held in
Massachusetts.
While Wilson shined in
dividually, the entire team was doing
well. Pacific was in a solid fourth
position after 36 holes, only two
strokes out of second; but three teams
were within three strokes of the
Tigers.
Edgewood played as tough as it
could in round three even with perfect
weather. Pacific had a few problems
and slipped into sixth place at 1150,
just two strokes from fourth. Fresno
State won the team title at 1136

followed by Oregon, 1143; UCLA,
1144; and University of Nevada,
Reno and San Jose at 1149.
Pacific's next tourney is the
Stanford Fall Invitational at Stanford
Golf Course, October 21-23.

Pacific Wolfpack Scores:
Jeff Wilson: 75-65-79:219
Kevin Orona: 75-76-80:231
Jeff Brehaut: 78-76-77:231
Brad Penfold: 79-78-78:235
Ken Earle: 77-77-82:236
Mark Mitchell: 78-84-81: 243
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Visit 3rd floor, NorthI

For Dorms, Sororities, and Fraternities
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Screenprinting & Embroidery
Quality work at competitive prices

Campus Rep Rob Blakey
944-7061

Domino's
Pizza
Delivers...
Fast & Free

Budweiser.

We'll deliver your pizza at
no extra charge within 3C
minutes of the time you
order. Call us tonight 1

KING OF BEERS.

Fast. Free Delivery
4343 Pacific
Phone: 952-6464

THIS BUD'S FOR YOU

Open for lunch
11:00- 1:00 Sun. -Thurs.
11:00-2:00 Fri. - Sat.

U.O.P. Athlete of the Week

W Vv

Drivers carry under S20
Limited delivery area.
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After
School
Special

You are wanted...
for Rathskeller Entertainment Committee!!

Contact T.K. Rohan, U.C. Office, 946-2171
or Pacific Programs Council Office

Some

Sweats

Junior Jody Schauer who was in
jured at the beginning of the season is

We need people with creative minds, energetic
attitudes to produce entertainment in the Rat
and also the noon shows.

tyOUt

T-Shirts

i Students interested in being a
• team manager for the UOP
! women's field hockey team
! should contact Carla Konet at
' 946-2472, or stop by the main
i gym.

Houston had the unpleasant task
of playing UOP in the opening
round. The Tigers ran over Houston
in 40 minutes for a 15-5, 15-4, 15-4
win. Stanford had advanced with a
victory over Wyoming.

Budweiser is proud to salute sophomore Jan Saunders of the un
defeated women's volleyball squad as the "Bud Athlete of the Week."
Jan, a 5 9 setter from Manhattan Beach, led the second-ranked Tigers
to a victory over 6th-ranked Stanford at the finals of the UOP In
vitational last weekend. For her fine efforts, Jan was named the tourney
MVP. Jan is considered by many the best setter in the nation and is a
pre-season All-American pick. Jan, this Bud's for you.
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Identify Yourself!
UOP's Wilson wins Wolfpack Classic
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$1.00 off any 12" or
16" pizza ordered
between 4:30-8:00.
One coupon per pizza.
Expires: 10-4-82
Fast, Ffee Delivery
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The newly adopted Pacific theme song; sung to the tune of
•he famous Dr. Pepper commercial:
I'm a preppie, you're a preppie
he's a preppie, she's a preppie
wouldn't you like to be a preppie too...be a preppie...

gam.
cam
.

I should preface this week's chat by stating that I
unequivically reject the preppie image, both in whole and in part.
J I never thought I'd see the day that I could not relate, but that
; day has finely come.
Through those wonderful years of college attendance I
Cold watched the slow but sure takeover of attitude and appearance by
mm vr.vthe preppie image. At first it made me laugh. Then it made me
queasy. Now it's like-gag me with a sorority girl, fur sure
each
Let's face it. Prep is in. It completely dominates most of the
" Una
dress, language and behavior of the majority of college students.
You can look anywhere on campus and you're guaranteed to see
for p, dozens of Izod, Calvin and Topsider clad men chasing dozens of
, Izod, Calvin and Topsider clad women.
r,le foT
"So what's wrong with that?" you might question. "The
* sexual hunt is the traditional college pastime."
phom
While it's true that the behavior is nothing new, there seems
. . - to be something lacking. Where is the individuality? Where is the
' 'creativity? Where are the differences between unique people?
^Pecwl
Mi nyjrd ^
le season.

:

't's I9t
'nferencij
3P ravels J
Wi nesday.

THE PACIFICAN

late, early English word pie, which means frozen or cold, and you
There aren't any! Everyone looks the same.
to think
I mean come on guys. You get your hands on one pair of can see the roots of the modern term preppie. Literally,
Calvins and you've gotten your hands on them all. (I bet that's of oneself as being too cool.
Fur shure man, it's like true, you know?
exciting.)
Of course dress is only half the issue. The other side is that
loveable preppie attitude. Gee what fun. When I think of the
Preparing for the: GRE
classic preppie personality, I think of the classic preppie frater
nity boy. (And they are boys aren't they?) An Archite, fur sure
GMAT A
man. Are those guys into cloning or what? In all honesty I cannot
tell one apart from the other. During my entire freshman year, I
LSAT /
thought that Archania was the last name of some Italian guy with
MCAT •
short hair and a complete wardrobe of Izod and Polo tailor-made
shirts. This guy blew my mind because he always seemed to be
DAT
everywhere. Notice the strong words:
"always" and
"everywhere." Somehow it didn't seem possible. Then as a
sophomore (wise-fool) I realized that this wasn't just one guy. It
Let UOP's Academic Skills Center
was a whole collection of different (even though they looked
help you!
identical) people. It was a fraternity.
Since then, fraternity and preppie seemed to go hand-inStop by the center, WPC 241,
hand. Of course where there are fraternity boys there are sorority
girls. And there you have it. The heart of the preppie syndrome.
or phone 946-2458 for an
The Greeks.
appointment
It's really all very Greek. The word preppie comes from the
Greek word prepetheus, which means to think of. Specifically, to
think of oneself as being a certain way. Combine this with the
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make money doing it!
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Call 946-2114
Visit 3rd floor, North Hall

478-8921
Ask for Lisa

1503 St. Mark's Plaza
Venetian Gardens
Stockton 951-9673
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event, but she can also direct you
Whenever the subject is beer
to
all
the
Coors
beer
you
need
to
or social events, Debbie's the one
ensure it's a hit.
to call. Maybe, it's four days before
Call Debbie, Your Coors Rep, at
your fraternity or dorm "Casino
948-9400.
Night" and you need advice on
how much beer to
how to
get it and how to serve it. Call Debbie.
Debbie is your Coors Campus Rep.
Coors made for the way
Not only can she personally
UOP really likes it.
. .
jn planning vour social
have

tkxM.
Fine Quality Beers Since 1873
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UNIVERSITY BOOKSTORE
The University Bookstore Has
'Study Aids for All Subjects
•Reference Books
•Books For General Reading.
•Science Fiction
•New York Times Top lO Bestsellers

University Book

'

University Center • Stockton, CA 95211 .

OFFICE PRODUCTS
REGULAR YFBV

REGULAR

Book Store

BookStore

SPECIAL

SPECIAL
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File Pockets

Dramatic styling with built-in tape
drum to hold to V*" wide x 1296" length
tape on 1" core. Weighted for one-hand
operation.

For bulky correspondence, reports,
brochures, etc. Use in files, cabinets,
or shelves. Tough 150-lb. tag stock.
Back is higher than front for indexing.
1 Vi" expansion. 50 per box. Letter

BookStore
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Executive Desk
Dispenser

2-4915
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Hardback bestsellers Always 20% off'
Stop In and Browse

nHis s®

Just spray on and wipe off stains, dust,
ink smudges and fingerprints from
desktops, cabinets, glass, business
machines, luggage, etc. No sticky, oily
_ .residue or streaks. No fiuorocarbons.
7, j.5:OZ__can.
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|3M Desk and
Office Cleaner
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REGULAR

REGULAR

'NO FURTHER DISCOUNTS
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BookStore /

BookStore

I $ 1 8 5 .00

SPECIAL

SPECIAL
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Hon Space Saver
Single Pedestal
^oAOVAO6

XFCIELECTRINICS,

45" x 24" wood grain plastic top, selfedged. Right-hand pedestal has box
and full-suspension file drawer.
Convenient center drawer locks all
drawers. Black or Tropic Sand.

toncial Vic# President Aefc k'i , . ,

REGULAR

mm
BookStore

Size
3x3

Just $67.99
PB-60E
7 Band Graphic Equalizer Amplifier/Booster

Book Store
SPECIAL

REGULAR

3M 810 Scotch Brand
Maaic Transparent Tape

Frosfy tape becomes invisible when
applied to most surfaces. Resists
cracking, moisture, and yellowing with

A

3M "Post ir® Notes

Adhesive-backed yellow note paper
self-sticks to almost any suface
(including paper) without staples or
paper clips, and doesn't leave a mark
when removed.

UOP
Tee-SHIRT
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$9.99

Reg. $12.50
NOWSIO.O

IDC-350A AM/FM/MPX RADIO
AND CASSETTE

$66.75
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RUBBER ANTENNA
LIMITED QUANTITIES AVAILABLE
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